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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the interaction of shock waves of a nonstrictly 
hyperbolic system 
u, + g3uz + u2).1 = 0 
u~+(uu),=o. 
(1.1) 
The general 2x 2 system of conservation laws with quadratic flux 
functions 
u, + gu, u2 + 2b, uu + c-1 u2).y = 0 
u,+~(a2U~+2b2uu+c*t’~),=0 
(1.2) 
is of interest because solutions of(1.2) may approximate solutions ofan 
arbitrary 2 x2 system of conservation laws 
u,+f(u),=O, (1.3) 
where u = (u, v), f = (f, g), in a neighborhood of an isolated hyperbolic 
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singularity. The singularity s an isolated point in a neighborhood of which 
(1.3) is strictly hyperbolic and at which the Jacobian 
A(u) = fu fr [ 1 gu gu 
has equal eigenvaluis and is diagonalizable. It is shown by Shearer and 
Schaeffer [6] that when system (1.2) is hyperbolic, there is a nonsingular 
linear change of dependent variables which transforms system (1.2 Iinto 
u,+~(au2+2buu+u2),=0 
u, + i(bU2 + 2uo)., = 0. 
(1.4) 
Therefore the system (1.4) depending on two free parameters a and h can 
be taken as the normal form for the hyperbolic quadratic systems (1.2). 
Depending on the parameters a and b, the system (1.4) is classified by 
Shearer and Schaeffer [6]. These classes define four regions in the (a, b)- 
plane which are referred toas Regions I-IV. The structure ofthe solution 
in each region is simplest when b = 0, since the solutions have both 
up-down and left-right symmetry [3]. The system (1.4) with b = 0 is called 
symmetric. The Riemann problem of system (1.1) with Riemann data 
u(x, 0) = 
UL = (UL, UL), x<o 
UR = (u,, u,), x>o 
(1.5) 
is solved by Isaacson, Marchesin, Plohr, and Temple [3], which is the first 
of a series [3-51 dealing with the Riemann problem for the symmetric 
systems in Regions II-IV. The Riemann problem of the system in Region I 
is solved by Shearer, Schaeffer, Marchesion, and PaessLame [7]. 
The solution of Riemann problem (1.1) and (1.5) consists of shock 
waves, rarefaction waves, and composite waves [3]. All of these waves are 
called elementary waves. The study of the interaction of elementary waves 
exhibits further certain essential features ofthe shock wave as a nonlinear 
wave and provides a very detailed picture of a variety of solutions. The 
study of the interaction of elementary waves in the system of equations of 
isentropic gas dynamics and strictly h perbolic and genuinely nonlinear 
2 x 2 systems atisfying theSmoller-Johson condition has been completed 
already. These results have been collected in“The Riemann Problem and 
Interaction fWaves in Gas Dynamics” by Tung Chang and Ling Hsiao 
Cll. 
Let F be the mapping from E2 into E2 defined by 
F: (u, u) + [ $( 3u2 + u2), uu] 
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and denote by dF(u, a) the Frechet derivative (Jacobian) of F. The two 
eigenvalues ofdF are 
/1,=2u-4zT, A2 = 2u + Jiz7, (1.6) 
with corresponding right and left eigenvectors 
r,=(JLT&u,-a)T, r2 = (JiTLT + u, 21)’ 
and 
I, = (@T-7 - u, -v), 12 = (JiGi + u, v), 
By simple calculation, we have 
dlb,(r,)=3Jm-3u, d&(r,) = 3 J’&? + 32.4, (1.7) 
1, d2F(r2, r2) = 1, d’F(r,, r,) = 20’ Jm, (1.8) 
where d2F is the second Frechet derivative ofF. Therefore, itfollows from 
(1.6) that E., = i, at point (0, 0) at which strictly hyperbolicity fails tohold. 
That the first characteristic field is linearly degenerate for u > 0, v = 0 and 
the second characteristic field is linearly degenerate for u d 0, u = 0 follows 
from (1.8). Itis easy to see that the Smoller-Johson condition does not 
hold for u = 0, since I, d’F(r,, ri) = 0, i #,j for u = 0. To our knowledge the 
interaction of elementary waves of non-strictly hyperbolic systems has not 
been studied. Indeed the study of the interaction of elementary waves for 
the system (1.1) exhibits much richer features. For example, depending on 
the relative positions ofthe three states separated by two l-shock waves, 
only a l-shock wave or a l-shock wave plus a 2-shock wave or a l-shock 
wave plus a 2-composite wave are produced. 
In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to the results about the 
Hugoniot locus and Riemann problem of the system (1.1). InSection 3, we 
discuss the behavior of the points A,, B,, C,, and D,. These points are 
located in the Hugoniot locus and are transition points between different 
kinds of shock waves curves. The behavior of these points plays an impor- 
tant role for further study. In Section 4, we consider the interaction of the 
shock waves when the states are not entirely ocated in the lower half plane 
u < 0 or the upper half plane v > 0. 
The Riemann problem is considered in[3] for the symmetric system in 
Region IV, 
u, + f(au2 + v2), = 0 
u, + (uv), = 0, 
(1.9) 
where a > 2. In this paper we replace a by 3 for technical convenience. 
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2. RAREFACTION WAVE CURVES, HUCNIOT Locus, AND RIEMANN PROBLEM 
In this ection, we simply introduce the results ofthe paper [3] about 
the Hugniot locus and Riemann problem. 
From the paper [3], all nine types of shocks according to the 
inequalities that hold between the characteristic peeds of uL, uR, and the 
shock speed a(~,, uR) are given in Table I. 
For each uL, the rarefaction wave curves and the Hugniot locus H(uJ 
are described byFigs. 2.0-2.6, and the solution of the Riemann problem for 
arbitrary uR is described by Figs. 2.7-2.12, respectively, when uL belongs 
to the 19,=0, A,=(u:8,<8,<0}, eL=O,, A,=ju:-n<8,<8,}, 
QL = --n, and uL = 0, where 0, = arctan(u,/u,) and 0, = arctan( -$). 
The curves w in Fig. 2.8 and EC, in Figs. 2.9-2.10 are the (oI wave 
curve, which is defined as follows: For any point D in x (or in c), 
there xists a point Fin R,(u,) such that i.,(F) =a(F, D). 
The curve x m Figs. 2.8-2.10 is the a-boundary curve, which 
satisfies: For any point c’ in cz (or in F), there xists a point U’ 
in s,(uL) such that &(c’) = a(~‘, c’). 
The Hugniot locus relation isas follows: 
U(UR - UJ = $(3ui + 0; - 3ut - ut, 
U(UR - UJ = URUR - ULUL. 
It is easy to get that 
(30, - UR) U’R - 2(u,0, + URUL) UR - u,(u; + 0;) 
-u;+fu,u2,+uR(3U2,+U~)=0. (2.1) 
If we let uR - uL = U, uR - uL = V, then 
U2U+U3+4uLiiU-2uLii2+2uLU2=0. (2.2) 
The points A,, C, in Figs. 2.2-2.4 and the points B,, D, in Fig. 2.2 
satisfy respectively 
4AL> UL) = n,(u*)T 4c,, UL) = h(k) 
a(&, UL) = A,(u,)> 4&t UL) = AI( 
The points B, and D, in Fig. 2.4 satisfy 
4&, UL) = ~r(hL 44, uL) = Mu,). 
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TABLE I 
Shock Diagrams 
t 
I-Shock 
t 
l-Expansive i,(u,) < s < i,(u,) 
s < iI -!z 
t 
2-Shock i,(UL)<S<iZ(UL) 
i,(u,) < .F PX 
Note. In the diagrams above, the centerline denotes a shock in X, r-space. The lines to the 
left and right of the shock are characteristic lines, and indicate the relationship between the 
shock speed and the wave speeds on the left and right. 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Shock Diagrams 
t 
2-Expansive 
t 
Compressive &(%)~~<~l(UL) -5 
t 
t 
Expansive &(UL) <s < I, -X 
Table continued 
409/166,1-IO 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Shock Diagrams 
f 
Crossing i.,(k) <s < Uk) 
hhd<s<4(u,) FX 
Right Transport 
Left Transport 
t 
s<~,(u,) 
s<4(hd -2 
Uu,) <s 
Uu,) <s 
t 
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FIGS. 2.0-2.12. General Legend. Arrows on rarefaction curves indicate the direction of 
increasing eigenvalue. Arrows on shock curves indicate the direction of decreasing shock 
speed. l- and 2-shocks in the Hugoniot locus of uL are indicated by dashed lines upported 
by the solid line for the Hugoniot locus. 
I-rarefaction 
l-expansive shock 
l-shock 
2-rarefaction 
2-expansive shock 
2-shock (with or without arrows) 
l-composite (rarefaction followed by shock at characteristic speed) 
compressive shock 
crossing shock 
expansive shock 
2-boundary, triple shock curves 
Hugoniot locus of uL and u-axis 
FIG. 2.0. Consists of the l- and 2-rarefaction curves. 
FIG. 2.1. Consists of an ellipse together with the u-axis. The ellipse and the line u < C, are 
l-shock curves, m is a compressive shock curve, xis a 2-shock curve, and the line u > uL 
is a l-expansive shock curve. 
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_-_--. 
FIG. 2.2. The dashed line is a horizontal ine with a l-shock line and a 2-expansive shock 
asymptotic at intinits o opposite ends of it;zis a 2-shock curve, m is a compressive 
shock curve, G is a l-shock curve, m is a crossing curve, and u,A, is a l-expansive 
shock curve. 
FIG. 2.3. One shock and 2-expansive curves are asymptotic at infinity toopposite ends of 
the horizontal dashed line; uL is on the line 0 = 0, and x is a 2-shock curve, m is a 
- 
crossing shock curve, and uLA, is a l-expansive shock curve. 
FIG. 2.4. Shock curves and one 2-expansive shock curve are asymptotic at infinity to 
opposite ends of the horizontal dashed line;ais a l-expansive shock curve, m is an 
expansive shock curve, m is a 2-expansive shock curve, x is a crossing shock curve, 
and x is a 2-shock curve. 
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FIG. 2.5. Consists of an ellipse together with the u-axis. The ellipse is a 2-expansive shock 
curve. There are four kinds of shock curves on the u-axis: l-shock, l-expansive shock, expan- 
sive shock, and 2-expansive shock curves, respectively. 
FIG. 2.6. uc is on the original point. The positive u-axis is a 2-expansive shock curve and 
the negative u-axis is a l-shock curve. 
FIG. 2.7. Add some lines on Fig. 2.1. The thin dashed lines with arrows are 2-shock curves 
and the thin solid lines with arrows are 2-rarefaction curves. 
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FIG. 2.8. Its original nature is Fig. 2.2; m is a 2-boundary curve, E%, is a 
l-composite curve, and ATL is triple shock curve. G,, G, are the points of interaction with 
the line 1., =0 with the Hugoniot locus, G, = -G, and ~7, = -G2; z is a l-expansive 
shock curve. 
FIG. 2.9, Its original nature is Fig. 2.3; G is a 2-boundary curve, ASd* is a triple 
shock curve, and E!?* is a l-composite curve. zis a l-expansive shock curve. 
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FIG. 2.10. m is a 2-boundary curve, E=* is a l-composite curve, u,u*FE is a 
l-expansive shock curve, and A=* is a triple shock curve. 
FIG. 2.11. The ellipse is the Hugoniot locus, Gis a l-expansive shock 
l-shock curve. and the thin solid lines with arrows are 2-rarefaction curve. 
, ,,’ 
__. --- - - 
.C 
curve, uLcc is a 
FIG. 2.12. Consists of l-shock and 2-rarefaction curves. 
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3. THE BEHAVIOR OF THE POINTS AL, B,, C,, AND D, 
In this ection we discuss the behavior of the points A,, BL, D,, and 
D,. These points are very important for the following study about the 
interaction of shock waves. 
LEMMA 3.1. The values vA and vc of the points A, and C, in Figs. 
2.2-2.4 are the two real roots of the equation 
(4vv,+3v[-v2)= -12u~v,(2v+v,), (3.1) 
and vc > -vL, - ivL < vA < -vL with C,, A, as in Fig. 2.2, vc= -vL, 
-& < vA < -vL with C,, A, as in Figure 2.3, - fvL < vc < -vL and 
v,., > -vL with C,, A, as in Fig. 2.4. 
ProojI The points C, and A, satisfy 
2ufJ~2v-uLvL. 
v - VL 
(3.2) 
Then 
and 
Then 
= -u,v,(v-2vL)+ (v-vL)2(~~v:+(3vL-2v)vLv2) 
3v:-2v,v 
Using (2.1), we have 
(3.3) 
U= (v, + u) UL f J(v - vL)* (4242, + (3v, - V)(VL + 0)) 
3VL--v (3.4) 
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From (3.3) and (3.4), 
(3~,-u)(2~,-u)~,u,~(3u,-u) (u-uL)2(u~u~+(3uL-2u)uLv2) 
= (3u, - 2u)(u, + u) ULUL 
f (3u, - 2u) UL J(u - UL)Z (424; + (3u, - U)(UL + u)). (3.5) 
Then 
3(v - UJ ULUL f (3u, - 2u) VL J(u - VL)Z (4ut + (30, - U)(UL -t- u)) 
= &(3u, -u) J(u - uJ2 (u;u; + (3u, - 2u) UJ)). (3.6) 
Consider the squares of the two sides in (3.6), 
9(u - UL)Z u;v; + (3u, - 2u)2 ?$(4U2, + (3u, - u)(u, + u)) 
+ 6(u - uL) u,u:(3u, - 20) J4uz, + (30, - u)(uL + v) 
= (3u, - u)2 (z&l; + (3u, - 2v) ULU2). (3.7) 
Because 
(3u, - v)Z (utut + (30, - 20) UJ) 
- (3u, - 2u)2 Uf(424; + (3u, - U)(UL + u)) - 9(u - UL)2 utv; 
= - 32&;(5u - 9u,)(u - UL) 
+ (3u, - 2u)(30, - u) u,(3u,u* - u3 - 3~; - u;u + 2~~21”) 
- 9(u - ?JL)Z z&u; 
= 12(u - UL) u2,u2,(30, - 2u) 
+ (30, - 2v)(3u, - u)(u - u,)(4u,u + 3~; - u2) uL, (3.8) 
we have by (3.7) 
+_6u,u, J4u; + (3u, - U)(UL + v) = 12242,u, + (3u, - 0)(4u,u + 3u; - u’). 
(3.9) 
From the square of the two sides in (3.9) we have 
36uZ,ut(u, + u) = (40,~ + 3~; - u2)2 (3u, - u) 
+ 24u~u,(4u,u + 3~; -u*)*. 
Therefore 
(4u,u + 30; - u*y + 12u,u2,(20 + UL) = 0. 
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If (u,, u,)E.4,={~:8*<6)~<0), let 
y(u) = (4u,u + 3ut - u2)2 + 120, ui(2u + UJ 
= (u - (2 - fi) uJ(u - (2 + J’i) UL)Z + 12u,u;(2u + u,); 
then y(u) > 0 when v 6 iuL and 
Y((2 - $1 UL) =12 u2,l4[(-2tlj+5)<0; 
therefore there is one real root u1 for Eq. (3.1) which satisfies 
-:u,<u,<(2-JY)u,< -uL. 
Since 
y( - UL) = 4u4L - 12u: u; = 4u;(ut - 3u9 < 0 
and y( + CG) = co, there is another eal root u2 which satisfies u2 > -uL. 
We consider 
y’(u) = 2(u - (2 - fi) uL)(u - (2 + $) u,)(2u - 40,) + 24u,ut, 
since x(u) = 2(u - fi) uL)(u - (2 + fi) uJ(2u -4u,) < 0 when 0 < u < 
v-Jh and x(u) strictly increases when u 2 (2-9) uL, so there 
exists one point O> (2 - Ji) uL such that y’(u)<0 when O<v<V, 
y’(u) > 0 when u > 6, and y’(u) = 0 when u = 6; therefore Eq. (3.1) has only 
two real roots, u, and u2. The function y(u) is described by Fig. 3.1. 
Since the point (u,, -uL) is not on the l-expansive shock curve, uA = u, 
and uc = u2. The other cases for the points A, and C, are similar. The 
lemma is proved. 
Y 
Y = Y(V) 
\ 
1 
1.; 
FIG. 3.1. y(u) is a function curve of v, there being a point of interaction with the v-axis 
on the interval (- fv,, (2 - J?)v,J. 
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LEMMA 3.2. The values vg and vs satisfy 
vL)= -v,+ -2~; - 6~4: + 6u, Jw, 
us= -Q- - 2~; - 6~4; + 624, d= 
(3.10) 
when the points D, and B, are as in Fig. 2.2 and 
vg= -v,+ -2~; - 6ut - 6u, Jm, 
(3.11) 
vs= -Q,- - 2vt - 6~; - 6u, Jm 
when the points D, and B, are as in Fig. 2.4. There does not exist any point 
u such that ii = a(u, uL) when uL E {u, l,,(u) < 0, 3.,(u) > O}. 
Proof When uL E A,, the points B, and D, satisfy 
uv - ULVL 
v--L 
=2&-J-. 
Then 
u = (v - VL) au,) + ULV 
V 
where Z(u,) = uL - Jm. From (3.4) and (3.10), we have 
(VL + v) ULV + v J(v - VL)2 (424; + (3v, - V)(VL + v)) 
= (30, - v)(v - VJ Z(u,) + (3v, - v) ULV, 
2(v - VJ ULV i- v(v - VJ J4ut + (3v, - V)(VL + v) 
= (3% - v)(v - VL) au,), 
(3.12) 
v(2u, f J42.4: + (30, - V)(VL + v)) = (3v, - v) Z(u,). (3.13) 
so 
-v(3v, - V)(VL + v) 
224, f J4u; + (3v, - V)(VL + 0) 
= (3% - VI Z(k), (3.14) 
224, +
V(VL + 0) 
Z(UL) 
= +J424; + (3VL - V)(VL + 0,. (3.15) 
From the square of the two sides in (3.15), we have 
4u,v V2(VL + v) 
Z(UL) + -nUL) 
=3v,-v (3.16) 
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v3 + VLV2 + 4u,(u, - JZTZ,V 
+ (uL-J~)*1!-3v&L-J~)2=o. (3.17) 
Then 
(v - vJu2 + 2v,u + 6ut - 6U, Jm + 302,) = 0, (3.18) 
v2 + 2v,v + 624; - 6u, dm + 3~: = 0. (3.19) 
Since u,EA~, then ut<3ut, (~u&‘~)*~(v~+~u~)*, so Eq. (3.19) 
has two real roots u,,*: 
0, = -u,+ - 24 - 6uz, + 6u, dm, 
- 2v[ - 64 + 624, Jm 
(3.20) 
v2= -vL- 
Since -3~: - 6ut + 6u, J”- = -3(J~m - ~4~)’ < 0, then 
0 < u2 < -vL. Because (u,, -uL) is on the crossing shock curve, it is 
obvious that vD = u, and us = v2. (See Fig. 2.2). We can similarly prove 
that ug and vD satisfy (3.11) for the case of the points B, and D, as in 
Fig. 2.4. When USE (u, n,(u) <O and E.,(u) <O and n,(u)>O}, from (3.10) 
and (3.11), the points B, and D, have no real values us and vD, since 
vt > 3~:. The lemma is proved. 
From the above lemmas, we have 
LEMMA 3.3. The points A, and C, in Figs. 2.2-2.4 satisfy 
CLE {u, Mu)<O), ALL {u, I,(u)>O). 
Proof: According to the special behavior of the points A, and C,, we 
easily obtain that u,<O, uA >O. By Lemma 3.2, A,, CL+ {u, L*(u) >O, 
iI(u)<O}, so CLe (u, I,(u)<O} and A*E {u,J,(u)>O}. 
LEMMA 3.4. For the points B, and D, in Fig. 2.2, B, E S,(D,). 
Proof Since I,(u,) = a(B,, uL) = a(D,, u,), then 
uDvD - ULUL uBvB - ULUL 
= = A,(UL) (3.21) 
and 
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(UBVB- UDVD)VL = UBVBVD - u,v,v,+ ULVL(VS - VD) 
= (A,(ULMVB - VL) + ULVLbD 
- (~,(UL)(V” - VL) + ULVL)VB + uLvL(vB- VD) 
= AI vL(vB- VD), 
SO 
uBvB- UDVD 
= I,(u,). 
vB-vD 
Using 
$4; +$0; -$4; -:vt = = A,(UL) 
uB-“L uD-"L 
we can similarly prove that 
= iI( 
uB-uD 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
Since 
so B, is in S,(D,). 
It is similar for the points B, and D, in Fig. 2.4, there is 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf uL E (u: &(u) CO}, then the points B, and D,- satisfy 
DLES,(BL). 
4. INTERACTION OF SHOCK WAVES 
In this section we mainly consider the interaction of shock waves. We 
know that there are three kinds of interaction: 2-shock wave with l-shock 
wave, l-shock wave with l-shock wave, and 2-shock wave with 2-shock 
wave. If the left and right states of S, and S, are (u,, vi) and (u,, v,), 
(u,, v2) and (u,, v3) respectively, then the result of the interaction of SI 
with S, is to solve the Riemann problem with the left state (u,, v,) and the 
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right state (u,, ug). In this ection we give the analysis ofinteraction f rthe 
point (u,, 0,)~ (u,, e,=O}, (u,, uI)eAl and (u,, U,)E {uL, ~,(uL)bO}, 
respectively. 
4.4. (u,, 0,)~ (uL, b=O) 
In this part, we consider the interaction of the shock waves when the 
state (u,, ui)E {u,, t?,=O}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zffu,>Oandu,=O, (~~,u~)~S~(u,)and(u,,u,)~A, u,#O 
then there are only three points of intersection f r the H(uZ) and the ellipse 
part E of S,(u,). These points of intersection are (u,, u,), (u,, -uz) and 
(u, > 0). 
Proof: The ellipse E is given by 
u2+2u,u+u2=3u~. 
Let (u2, u2) = (u,, ur) and u1 = u,; we consider the system 
uz,+2u0u,++3u~=0 
(3u-u,) u’, -2(u,+u,)ULUR-uUL(U~+U~)-U~+ULu~+U17(3z4~+U:)=0 
ut + 2u(& + u; - 3u; = 0. 
By the first and third equations in (4.1) we have 
u; = 324; - 2u,u, - u:, = 24; + u: + 2u,(u, - UR) - u;. 
Substituting (4.2) into the second equation in (4.1), we get 
(3UL - UR) 4 - 2u,u,(u, + u/J - u,(u’, + ut, 
- (24; + ut + 2U0(UL - UR) - u;, VR 
+ UL(z4i + u; + 2u,(u, - UR) - 24;) + (32.$ + u’,) UR = 0. 
By a simple calculation, we have 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
uL(“R - uO)(“R - uL) - t”R - uL)(“L -k,) uR = O. (4.4) 
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So there is one point of intersection u1 and the value u, = uL. Other 
values u of the points of intersection satisfy 
%t”R - %) = t”L - h) uR. 
Form the square of the two sides in (4.5), we have 
u;u; - 2u,u2,UR+VtU~=(UL--Ug)* (U’,+U~+2U&-UR)-U;), 
then 
cut + (UL - %)*) 4 - 2&J(ut + (UL - u())*) UR+ $u; 
- (UL - u(J* (u:. + u; + 2u,u,) = 0. 
Using the third equation in (4.1) we get 
u; + (UL - u$ = 4u,( ug - UL) 
and 
u:.u;- (UL - uo)2 (u: + IIt + 2u,u,) = L&u; - 3(u, - u$) 
= &(4u,u, - 42$). 
Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.7) we get 
4u,(u, - UL)(UR - UJ = 0. 
(4.5 
(4.6 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
So the values u of the points of intersection areuL, - uL, and uC, respec- 
tively. Using the Hugniot locus identity (2.1), the values u are uL, - uL, 
and 0, respectively; therefore the lemma is proved. 
From Lemma 4.1, we have 
THEOREM 4.2. For the case of u, > 0 and u, = 0, we have 
(1) rf the points (u,, u~)Es,(u,) and (u,, u3)~s1(u2), then 
(a) (4, u3) E s,(ul) when u2 = 0. 
(b) (us, ~1 E R,s,(u,) when (u2, u2) $ A, and u2 # 0 
(c) (u 3, U~)E R,s,(u,) when (u,, U~)E A, and u2 and u3 are all 
negatiue (or positive). 
Cd) (u 3, u3) E s2s,(u,) when (u,, u2) E A, and u2 < 0 and u:, > 0 (or 
u,>O and u,<O). 
(2) Zf the points (u,, u2)~s2(u1) and (u,, u,)Es~(u~), then 
(u,, %)ES2(Ul). 
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(3) Q-the points (242, U*)ES2(U,) and (243, ?JJ)ES,(U*), then 
(4 (u3, u3)es2s,(u,) when u,=O. 
(b) (~3, u3)Es,(u,) when u,=O and u,6 -324, 
(c) (u3, u3)Es2(u,) when u,=O and -u,/3<24,<0 
(d) (~3, u3)Es,(u,) when u,=O and -3u, <u,< -u,/3. 
ProojI We are only going to prove the case (Id), the other cases are 
easy to prove by the Hugniot locus (see Figs. 2.2-2.3) and the solution of 
the Riemann problem (Fig. 2.7) and Lemma 4.1. 
For the case of (Id), since (u~,u~)Es,(u,) and u,<O, then by 
Lemma 4.1. there are only three points of intersection for the H(u2) and the 
ellipse part E of the H(u,). Because the point (u,, -uz) is on the crossing 
curve of the H(u,), the point (u,, u~)Es,(u~) (when u3 >O) must be inside 
the ellipse E. Using the solution of the Riemann problem (Fig. 2.7) we get 
that (u,, u~)Es~s,(u,). Therefore the interaction of two backward shock 
waves s, causes one backward shock wave s, and one forward shock wave 
,sz for this case. 
4B. (u,, u,)eA, 
In this part, we consider the case of the state (u, , u,) E A,. 
LEMMA 4.3. For the system (l.l), suppose the states u,, u2 and u3 satisfy 
UI E H(u2), u2 E Wu3), u3 E H(u, ), 
then either u, , u2 and u3 are colinear or else 
~(u,,u,)=~(u2,“3)=~(u,,u,). 
For the proof of Lemma 4.3, see papers [2] or [3]. 
LEMMA 4.4. When (u,, U~)E A, symmetric points G, and c, of the 
points G, and G, (Fig. 2.8) must be inside of the closed loop of the H(u,). 
Proof: Let uR = -$u,, we get from (2.1) 
y(uR) = 4 & + 2(3u, + au,, u: 
- (2r,u, + 3 ,,%dt + &Ut) UR - u,(u’, + u’,) 
= 0. (4.11) 
Suppose the roots of equation (4.11) are u2 > u, > 0 and u3 ~0, then the 
values u of the points G, and G, are u1 and u2, respectively. If we get 
u2 < -u3, then the lemma is proved. 
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If u2 < -u3 is not true, then -u3 d u2. Since y( - co) < 0, then 
y( - u2) 6 0. Because u2 is a root of y(u) = 0, 
y(-u,)= -4&+2(3u,+&,)~; 
+ (2u,u, + 3 & + J3v[) u* - v,(u’, + 4) 
= 4( 3u, + &4J u: - 2o,(u; + u;, < 0. (4.12) 
so 
3u, + $UL < 0. 
From y(q) = 0 and (4.12) we have 
4 &: - (2u,u, + 3 fill; + &, >, 0. 
We can get 
4 &: - (2u,u, + 3 $4: + fiut, < 0. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Otherwise 
>3(-2,/ju:+3&+&) 
4,/i; 
= gut + ut, > lg. (4.15) 
Since the point G, is on the sz(uL) and the u values of s2(uL) are strictly 
decreasing (see [2]) and u, < 0 and vL < 0, (4.15) is contradiction. There- 
fore (4.14) is true. 
We can also get y’(u2) # 0, otherwise 
y’(u*) = 12 J324: +4(3v, + $UL) u* - (2u,u, + 3 &t + JQ) = 0, 
(4.16) 
by (4.13) and (4.16) 
4 &; + 2(3v, + &) u2 < 0. 
Using (4.13) and (4.17), we have 
(4.17) 
409.‘166,1-II 
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so 
$(2v,u, + 3 &‘L + &:, 6 (3V, + J&y, (4.18) 
then 
then 
This is a contradiction, thus $(uz) ~0. 
From (4.13) and (4.14) and y’(u,)#O, we get 
(4.19) 
but 
This is a contradiction. Therefore u2 < -u3 and the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.5. If(uL, vL) E A,, then the region CDC, must be inside of the 
region CDG, and these regions inside of the region Z, v Z,, where (7, and 
G, are the symmetric points of G, and G,, curves x and a are 
caused by the points CR and D, when uR changes from uL to G, along the 
S,(u,) and curves wand aare caused by the C, and D, when uR 
changes from uL to G2 along the S,(u,) (See Fig. 2.8). 
Proof: Since the points G, and G, are inside of the closed loop of the 
H(ur) (Lemma 4.4), by Lemma 4.3, we can easily get that curves a, 
-0 
D,G,, C,G,, and mare all inside of the closed loop of H(ur). Using 
the proofs of the lemmas in Section 3 about the C, and D,, we get that 
there does not exist any point of intersection for the curve m with 
- 
C,G, and m and z with m and Dx, thus the region 
C, D, G, is inside of the region C, D, G, . Similarly we use again the proofs 
of the lemmas in Section 3, there does not exist any point of intersection for 
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the curve D,G, with the ml-wave curve K;‘, therefore the Lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf (u,, vL) E A,, then the region C,D,G, must he inside of 
the region Z,, where Z, is caused by curves G, K, and b,B, (see 
Fig. 2.8). 
ProojI By the continuity, there exists a point uR such that B, sits the 
left of the curve m when uR is sufficiently near uL. According to the 
results of paper [;?I, since B, E SZ(DR), then D, must be in the left of the 
curve E. If Lemma 4.6 is not true, then there exists at least one point 
D, on m such that D, is in the right of E. By the continuity, there 
exists one point uR ES,(U~) such that D,ES,(D,). Sign D,, uL, uR, and 
D, by ~1, U2, U3, and uj (see Fig. 4.1), then 
S,,(U,-U,)=f(U,)-AU,) 
S23(U3 - U2) =f(u,)-f(U2) 
Sdu, - U3) =.f(u,)-f(U3) 
S,,(u, - u‘d =f(u,)-f(b) 
and the S, satisfy 
S,2 = E~,(UJJ > S23 > ju,(U,)= S3, > 0, 
S,, > &(D,) > S,, > 0. 
Adding the four equations of (4.20) it gives 
(4.20) 
(s~,-s,2)v,+(s,2-s,3)v,+(s23-s34)v3+(s34-s41)v~=o, (4.21) 
FIG 4.1. S, near a thin solid line expresses its two ends being connected by an i-shock curve. 
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thus 
Adding again the four equations of (4.20) gives 
S,,(uz- u,) + S,,(u, - uz) + Sw(u4 - u3) + S,,(u, - u4) =O, (4.22 
then 
The left side in (4.23) is greater than SIz(uz - uq) and the right side less 
than SS3(u2 - uq); moreover S,, > S,, > 0 and u2 > u,,, which is a contra- 
diction. Therefore G is to the left of m. The lemma is proved. 
From the above lemmas, we have 
THEOREM 4.7. Let u,<O and (u,,u,)~A~, (u~,u~)ES,(U,), and 
(U3> 4) E S,(h), then 
(1) U(u2, h)E {u, l,(u)<O}, then 
(a) (4, uj) e R,s,(u,) when u2 < 0. 
(b) (u,, u~)ER~s~(u,) or ecus, when u,>O. 
where C, is a 2-composife wave curve. 
(2) rf(%, u2) E {II, A,(u) > 0}, then 
(a) (u,, u3) E R,s,(u,) when u2 < 0 and u3 < 0. 
(b) (u,, c’~)Es~s,(u,) when uz <O and uj >O. 
(c) (UJ,uj)ER2SI(uI) or ECZs,(uI) when v,>O andu,>O. 
(d) (u~,u~)Es~s,(u,) when u2>0 andu,<O. 
Proof: Let u, = uL, we give the proof using the solution of the Riemann 
problem of uL E A 1 (see Fig. 2.8). 
(1) when A,(u,) 60 and u2 < 0, the curve s,(uz) is under the curve 
s,(u,) by the result of the paper [2], so u,eZ5, (a) is proved. 
When u2 > 0, by the symmetrization, s,(u~) is above s,(ul), then u, E Z, 
or Z,, so u~ER,s,(u,) or C2sI(u,), (b) is proved. 
(2) Case (a) is similar to (la). 
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When E,,(u,)>O and v,<O and v,>O, by Lemma4.6, u,EZ,, thus 
u~Es~s~(u~), and (b) is proved. 
The case (c) is similar to (1~). 
For the case (d), using Lemma 4.3 we can prove that the curve z
caused by H(uZ) must be in the region Z,, so u~Es~s,(IJ,). 
Therefore the theorem is proved. 
Now we consider the case of the interaction of S, and S,. 
LEMMA 4.8. If (u,, UL)EA, and v,<o, (U~,VR)ES,(U,) and v,>o, 
then there does not exist any point of intersection f r the curve S2(uR) with 
2-boundary curve w. 
Prooj If the Lemma is not true, then there xists at least point one 
point of intersection c’ in w and one point c in S,(u,) such that 
A,(c’) = A(c, c’). Sign uR, uL, c, and c’ by ul, u2, u3, and uq (See 
Figure 4.2), then ui = (i = 1, 2, 3,4) satisfies (4.20). Since 
s,, > h(h) > 0, 
~,*>~I(uL)>&3~ 
&4 = Mu,) < s41 <Mud < 0 
(because uR E {u, A,(u) CO}), 
s.4, <&(uP.) < St,. 
So from (4.21), we get 
YE(l) 
s2,,,Ix’ ------..-- ,.\ 
/’ ‘, / SZ 
,’ “\ 
C’(4) 
“\ 
FIG. 4.2. S, near a thin solid line expresses its two ends being connected by an i-shock curve. 
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Thus 
s,, < s,, < 0. 
Therefore the left side in (4.23) is greater than S,,(u, - uq) and the right 
side less than S,,(u, - K,). This is a contradiction. So the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.9. rf (u,, UL)EA, und ti,<o, (UR,VR)ESZ(UL) and v,<o, 
(u, v) E S,(u,) then u must he in the region Z = Z, u Z2 u Z,. (See Fig. 2.8). 
ProoJ Using the result of paper [2], S,(u,) must be the first o enter 
the region Z,. If Lemma 4.9 is not true, since by Lemma 4.3, S,(u,) cannot 
intersect with H(uL), then S,(u,) must go out the Z from the o-wave curve 
ED,. But the symmetric point c, of the point G, is in the region Z, by the 
continuity, there exists one point u on Ed, such that I., = a(u, uR). But 
a(u, ur) = k,(u,), if we consider u as the left state, then u,. and uR are all 
the point A of H(u), this is a contradiction from Lemma 3.1. Therefore the 
lemma is proved. 
From Lemmas 4.884.9, we have 
THEOREM 4.10. Let (u,,v,)~A, und vL<O, (u2,v2)~SZ(u,) und 
(u,, 5) E &(k); hen 
(1) u~Es~s,(u,) when v,>O. 
(2) For the case of v2 < 0, 
(a) u,~.r,R,(u,) wyhen u,EZ~. 
(b) u,Es*C,(U,) when u,EZ,. 
(c) u~Es~s,(u,) when u,EZ,. 
Prooj: (1) is easily obtained by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.3. 
(2) is gotten by Lemma 4.9 and the solution of the Riemann problem 
of uL E A, (See Figure 2.8). 
Now we consider the case of interaction fS, with S, 
LEMMA 4.11. Let (u,, vL) E A, and vL < 0, then the 2-boundary curve 
C,c’co is asymptotic at infinity to opposite ends of the horizontal ine 
u= -$v,. 
Proof Since S,(u,) is asymptotic at infinity to v = 30, (see Fig. 2.8), 
using Eq. (3.1) about C, we easily get the conclusion of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let (u,, VJE A, and vL <O. If vL < -$u,, then there 
exists at least one point (u,, vR) E S,(u,) such that S,(u,) intersects with 
2-boundary curves 
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Proof: If uL< -fu,, then 
&$&u,, -;vL. 
From (4.24) we get 
B,= -vL- 6u, Jm - 20; - 6~; > -$v,. 
(4.24) 
Then the values vof the points S,(B,) at infinity are more than -v,/2. So 
the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.13. Let (u,, V~)E A, and vL ~0. Zf v,> -2uJ3, then for any 
point (u,, vR) E S,(u,), the curve S,(u,) does not intersect with m. 
Proof: Consider the point C, as the left state, and let D, > 3B,, then 
UC+ - 2~:. - 6~:. - 6u,. dm 
33(v,- - 2v; - 6uz, - 6u,- J&i&, 
so 
and 
(4.25) 
- 6u, Jm 3 $v’, + 6uz, 
thus 
Therefore if the points (u,, vL) and C,= (u,, vc.) satisfy vr3 -4uJ3 
and &39v$/16, then using Lemma4.12 and the speciality of S,(u,) we 
get that for any point (u,, V~)E S,(u,) and any point (u,, V,)E S,(u,), 
v, < -311~12. And that for any point (u,, v>)E??& v2> -3vJ2, the 
lemma can be proved. So we need only to prove that u$ > 9vg/16 when 
vL 3 -211~13. If u’, = 9v</16, then 
- 4u2 
2u,+J~= ‘4c-uLvL, 
-3uc-vL 
so 
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3VL - 3 J v; - 32u,v, UC= - 
16 9 
(4.26) 
and 
v -&zgi-VL 
c- 4 
Since 
VL = -v,.+ -2v:.-6~;-6~,~~~= -;v,, (4.27) 
therefore vL = -3uJ2. 
Let v2,=s2z&, 9r . , s*<fi and F>O then 
(2 - J?-TT&- = -“‘:;+;;vL, 
c L 
s(~~-1)U;.-(2-JiT?)vLU,+ULv,=o, 
(J~-l)v~.-(J~-2)v,v,+U,v,s=o. (4.28) 
Since 
vL= -v,+ - 2~; - 6~:. - 6uc ,/m 
6m-2s’-6-s 
= UC> s 
(4.29) 
substituting (4.29) into (4.28), we get 
J-- 1+s --s _ 
6~~-2s2-6-s 
(-uL) 
=(s+ ~‘-3 (&&1)2)s+3(m- 1)(&%2) (-vL) 
3( - sz- 3(JG- 1)2+s)(JGF 1) 
( sz-3 &/Ix- 1)2+4s)s-9(JTG- 1) 
3(s- &3(JiTT- l)‘)(Jix- 1) 
(-u,,=;(-v,.,. 
If we prove that dy/ds < 0, then the lemma is proved. 
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Let s*--3(ds- 1)*=x and m=r, then 
4 1 -= 
ds (s-x)~ (z- l)* 
-9 * 6-j 
J-1 
.Y-3 (JI-G- l)‘)(JG% 1) 
- UJ s2 - 3 (JS - 1)’ + 43)s 
-9(&r+ l)] 
[ 
~ 
Jib@-J 
s2 - 3 (J-ix - l)?) 
+(JGF-1) l- 
( 
s - 3(,/G? - l)(s/JK?) 
s2-3 (JiTT- 1)2 )I1 
1 
= -(s-x)2(z-l)*zx 
{ [(x + 8s) xz + s*z - 9sx - 3s*(z - 1 )] 
x (s-x)(z- l)- [s(s-x),x+ (z- l)xz-s(z- 1)z 
+ 3s(z- l)‘][(x+4s)s-9(z- l)]}. 
Thus 
(s - x)’ (z - 1 )2 zx(dy/ds) 
= [ (62 - 2s2 - 6 + 8s~) z + s*z - 9sx - 3s’~ + 3s2] (sz - s - XI + x) 
- [s2x+2s3+6s-6sz+(l +s*-z)x-~(1 +s*-z) 
+ 3s(2 + s2 - 2z)](sx + 4s’ - 9z + 9) 
= (8sxz - 62 - 4s’~ - 9sx + 6 + 9s2)(sz - s - xz + x) 
- (2s2x + 4s3 + 11s 1 lsz + (1 z)x)(sx + 4s2 9z + 9) - - - 
= 8s*( 1+ s*)x - 8s*xz - 8s( 1 + s2)(6z - 6 - 2s’) + 8s(6z - 6 - 2s’)~ 
-6s(l +s2)+6sz+6(1 +s2)x-6xz-4s3(1 +s2)+4s3z 
+ 4s*( 1+ s*)x - 4s*xz - 9s*xz + 9s’~ + 9s(6z - 6 - 2s’)~ 
- 9s(6z 6 2s’) + (6 + 9s’) sz (6 + 9s*)s (6 + 9s*) x-’ - - - - 
+(6+9s*)x- [2?(6z-6-2s2)+8s4x- 18s*xz+ 18s’~ 
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+ 4s4x + 16s’ - 36s”~ + 36s’ + 1 ls2x + 44s’ - 99.~ + 99s - 1 ls2xz 
- 44s’~ + 99s( 1 + s2) - 99s~ + s(6z - 6 - 2s’) -I- 4s*.u - 9x; + 9x 
-s(6z-6-2s’);-4s’xz+9(1 +?)A-9x21 
=(3s2+6)xz+x(-6-6s2)+(-6s-3s3)z+(6s+6s3) 
= 3(s” + 2) z(x - s) + 6( 1 + s’)(s - x) 
=3(-v-s)((s’+2)2-2(1 +.?)). 
Since (s2+2)z-2(1 +s*)>O and x<s, then dy/d.x<O. The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4.14. Jf (u,, u~)EA, und v,3(4&~)u,/lO, then the 
point C, is in the right of m. 
Proof: Consider the point (u, u) which satisfies 
l-Vug uI, - vB 
-= 
ll-llB lln-u, 
L’= - J 3u, 
then (u, V) is to the right of b,. We have from (4.26) 
-&l-u, D,-0, =- 
u-ZlB u/J-us’ 
(3.30) 
then 
llDvB - uBvIl 
-u= 
-ll,+&-,/‘jU, 
(4.3 1) 
VII 
Since the point G, is in the left of a, if we proved that y( -u) < 0, then 
it is obvious that C, is in the right of m, where the function y(uR) is 
given in (4.11). From (4.31) and (3.12), 
-u = tn,(k) - uLz(uL)/uD) uB - (i,(u,) - uLz(uL)/uB uD 
VII - uB+ &Lz(uL)/uB- VLz(uL)/uD) 
i,(“,)(uB- 0,) + uLz(uL)(uD - uB)(L’” + uB)/z;DvB 
= 
u, - uB+ fivLz(uL)((u” - uB)/“DuB) 
ulz(uL)(u” + uB) - vD”B~,(uL) 
= 
J3ULZ(UL) + V”L:B 
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= -2v~z(u,) - 3i.l(ul.)(J~-u,)2 
$VLZ(“J + 3(@Tz - uL)* 
=2+3w,)(&G-k) 
-&v,+3(J~-u,) 
Let Jm - Us =.x, then 
-‘= -2&,+6x 
and 
I’( - u) 
1 
= 
( - 2 $0,. + 6x)’ 
[4 $vt + 9x2)3 
+ 2(32k + ,/&)(v; + 9x’)’ (-2 $ + 6x) 
- (2L.LUL + 3 &u; + $vL) 
x (v: +9x2)( -2 &vL + 6x)‘- v,(u; + v:)( -2 fivL + 6~)~]; 
then 
= 4 $9’~~ + 12.9’ fivz,x’+ 108 &x2 + 4 & 
+ 12(3u, + &) 9*x5 - 4 &3v, + &,J 9*v,x4 
+ 12~1811~(3u, + &L).x3 -4 fi.l8u3,(3u, + &)x’ 
+ 12u4,(3v, + $4,)~ -4 &(3u, + &) 
- (2o,u, + 3 J3u: + &1;)[9.36s~-24.9L:ij0~~~ 
+ (3602, + 9.12~:)~~ - 24 Jjv:x + 12v4,] 
- v,(u; + v:)(~~x” - 63 &x2 + 6.3602,~ - 24 &) 
= 4 .93 3x” + 12(3u, + &u,) 9’x5 - 4. 9*x4(5v,u, 
+ 3 $24: + $v:, 
+ 63X3(8u: + 5”; + 3 JL4LvL - 6*112,x*( 14v,u, + 6 fiut + &I:) 
-t 12v4,(5 $uL - 90,) + 4 J3v;(u; + 324; - 3 &UL). (4.32) 
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Since x < uL, then from (4.32) we have 
(-2 &uL + 6,~)~ < -4.9’x4(3 & + & + 824,~~) 
+63u,x3(8ut+ 5u;+3$u,a,) 
- 62vt~2( 14u,u, + 6 fiu; + &I;) 
+ 4 $I$( 100: - 8 &uL - 3~:) 
< 3. 62 $x4( -25ut- 130; - 14 &,JJ 
- 62u&x2( 14u,u, + 6 au; + j”;ut) 
+ 4 &I;( 10~: - 8 $14~ uL - 3~;). 
Therefore, when vL 3 (4 $ - J78) u,/lO, 
14u,u, + 6 & + fiv; > 0 
and 
10v~-8~~,v,-3~:<0, 
then y( - U) < 0, the lemma is proved. 
From Lemmas (4.12)-(4.14) we get 
THEOREM 4.15. Let (u,, v~)EA,, VI co, (u,, U,)ESZ(U,), and (u3, V3)E 
SI(U2). 
(1) If(u2, v2)EA,, then 
(a) (u3, v3)Es2~,(u,) when u,<O. 
(b) (~39 v3)~s2sl(u,) or s,C,(u,) when u,>O. 
(2) u-(U,~ v2)e {u, A,(u)<O}, then 
(4 (u3, u3) ES~S,(U,) when v2 < 0. 
(b) (~39 u~)Es~s~(u~) or C2sl(u,) when u,>O. 
Proof Let II, = u,. Similarly we can prove the theorem by the solution 
of the Riemann problem of uL E A,. The details are omitted. 
4c. (u,,V,)E{U,~~(U)~O} 
In this part, we consider the case of u, E {u, i,(u)dO). (See Figs. 2.9, 
2.10). We first have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.16. Let (u,, V~)E {u, A,(u)<O} and u,<O, (u,, v,)Es~(u~), 
then S,(u,) does not intersect the 2-boundary curve c,. That is to say 
that S,(u,) is in the region Z4 or Z2 (see Fig. 2.10). 
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Proqf If the lemma is not true, then there exists at least one point 
(u,, U~)E Sz(uL) and one point (aI, v,)E~ such that A,(u,) = 
4URY UI). 
Since there xists a point (u,, u2) E R,(u,)(u, E {II, A,(u) < 0)) such that 
&(u,)=u(u~, II,), then consider ur as the left state, uR and u, are the 
points D and B (see Fig. 2.4). But the point B must be in the region 
{u, A,(u) > 0) by the proof of Lemma 3.2; this is a contradiction, therefore 
the lemma is proved. 
Using the solutions ofthe Riemann problems of uL E {II, AI(u) = 0} and 
uL E {u, /z,(u) < O}. (See Figs. 2.9, 2.10), we can easily get the results ofthe 
interaction of shock waves when II, E {u, A,(u) 6 0). 
THEOREM 4.17. Let (u,, IJ~)E {u, i,(u)<O) and u1 ~0. 
(1) !I”(%> u~)Es,(u~) and (u3, u~)Es,(u~), then u~E&s~(u~) 
(2) u-t%> ~EsAu~) and (u,, +)~dud, then 
(a) u,~s,R,(u,) when u,EZ,. 
(b) u,Es~C~(U,) when u,EZ,. 
(3) If(%, ~EsAu~) and (Q, 03)~sI(uI), then 
(a) u~Es~s,(u,) when v,<O. 
(b) uj ES~S,(U,) when u2 >O and u3 E Z,. 
(c) ug E C,s,(u,) when v2 > 0 and u3 E Z,. 
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